Enhanced tumour growth after DNA vaccination against human papilloma virus E7 oncoprotein: evidence for tumour-induced immune deviation.
We have examined the induction of anti-tumour immunity in a murine model using a gene vaccine approach to deliver a well defined tumour antigen. The vaccines expressed the human papilloma virus type 16 (HPV 16) E7 oncoprotein, and protection was measured against HPV 16-expressing C3R tumour cell line in vivo. In control mice injected with saline, C3R cells initially formed tumours but then regressed completely. As expected, animals injected with a peptide that represents the D(b)-presented CTL epitope from E7 (RAHYNIVTF) were completely protected from tumour growth. Contrary to expectation, however, we consistently saw enhanced tumour growth, delayed regression, or tumour outgrowth in mice vaccinated with two different E7-expressing DNA vaccines. We found no evidence for loss of D(b) or K(b) class I MHC molecules from C3R cells recovered from outgrown tumours, and fluorescent MHC/peptide tetramer staining revealed E7 gene vaccination did not delete RAHYNIVTF-specific CD8(+) T cells. However, we did observe an effect on cytokine production. Splenocytes from E7 gene vaccinated animals responded to re-stimulation in vitro with C3R cells by producing IL-4 but background levels of IFN-gamma. We also observed that cytokine production and E7 peptide-specific CTL were only detectable in vaccinated animals after C3R challenge, but not after DNA priming alone. We conclude that 'prime-boosting' is necessary to observe tumour-specific T cell responses with the gene vaccine approach, but that boosting with tumour cells causes skewing of the primed cells in a T2 direction that is incompatible with protective anti-tumour immunity.